Cyclic AMP response element-binding protein (CREB) contributes to adaptation of mesocorticolimbic networks by modulating activity-regulated transcription and plasticity in neurons. Activity or expression changes of CREB in the nucleus accumbens (NAc) and orbital frontal cortex (OFC) interact with behavioral changes during reward-motivated learning. However, these findings from animal models have not been evaluated in humans. We tested whether CREB1 genotypes affect reward-motivated decisions and related brain activation, using BOLD fMRI in 224 young and healthy participants. More specifically, participants needed to adapt their decision to either pursue or resist immediate rewards to optimize the reward outcome. We found significant CREB1 genotype effects on choices to pursue increases of the reward outcome and on BOLD signal in the NAc, OFC, insula cortex, cingulate gyrus, hippocampus, amygdala, and precuneus during these decisions in comparison with those decisions avoiding total reward loss. Our results suggest that CREB1 genotype effects in these regions could contribute to individual differences in reward-and associative memory-based decision-making.
Introduction
Adaptive decision-making or goal action coordination is crucial for optimizing outcomes from interactions with complex environments. It relies on cognitive control to monitor decision-relevant conditions to select the response with the highest value, based on present conditions, rules/goal representation, and motivation (Leotti et al. 2010; Lee et al. 2012) . People differ in their decision-making efficiency due to the influence of genetic and environmental effects on the cognitive processes involved resisting immediate rewards. Our results from the behavioral analysis suggest that decision accuracy of participants was lower and more variable when pursuing a reward increase than when avoiding reward loss. This finding suggests individual differences in reward size-sensitive decisions and motivated us to test genetic variation that could contribute to such differences.
We focused on the gene encoding the cyclic AMP response element-binding protein (CREB). CREB plays a key role in the synaptic activity-dependent regulation of transcription-based neuroadaptations (Chawla and Bading 2001; Wolf and Linden 2012) . These are induced by the processing of experiences to adapt neural systems and behaviors involved in reward-associated learning and memory (Hyman et al. 2006 ). More concretely, relations have been found between reward-or associative learningrelated behaviors and the neuronal activation and/or expression of CREB in regions such as the amygdala (David et al. 2004; Viosca, Lopez de Armentia, et al. 2009 ), hippocampus (Kobayashi et al. 2005; Viosca, Malleret, et al. 2009; Suzuki et al. 2011; Shi et al. 2013) , cingulate cortex (Walters et al. 2005; Narita et al. 2010) , insula (Wei et al. 2002) , orbital frontal cortex (OFC; Sun et al. 2010) , and NAc (Barrot et al. 2002; Green et al. 2006; Dinieri et al. 2009; Shiflett et al. 2009; Muschamp et al. 2011) . These brain regions contain CREB1 activity-sensitive neurons (Wei et al. 2002; Bermudez-Rattoni 2004; Dong et al. 2006; Bitner et al. 2007; Han et al. 2007; Wu et al. 2008; Mamiya et al. 2009; Shiflett et al. 2009; Zhou et al. 2009; Sun et al. 2010; Suzuki et al. 2011) and their activity contributes to the neural networks related to adaptive reward-based decision-making (Diekhof and Gruber 2010; Liu et al. 2011; Diekhof, Kaps, et al. 2012; Diekhof, Keil, et al. 2012) . Moreover, in the NAc, the level of CREB expression and BOLD response has been related to that of neuronal activity as well as reward sensitivity (Dong et al. 2006; Green et al. 2006; Dinieri et al. 2009; Shiflett et al. 2009 ). These findings from animal models emphasize that CREB acts as a molecular regulator of plasticity in brain regions critical for reward-based behavior. In humans, single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) of CREB1, or near CREB1 sequence, have been associated with CREB1 mRNA expression in the brain, motivation-related traits (Lazary et al. 2011; Nishizawa et al. 2014) , BOLD response in the insula (Perlis et al. 2008) or middle cingulate gyrus, precuneus, and temporal gyrus during emotion processing, and hippocampus function during memory recall Li et al. 2014) . Also, neuropsychiatric and neurodegenerative disorders that are characterized by dysfunction of motivation, emotion, or memory, such as addiction, bipolar disorder, suicide, and Alzheimer's disease, have been related to variations in the CREB gene, its expression, and CREB activation (Dowlatshahi et al. 1998; Yamamoto-Sasaki et al. 1999; Dwivedi et al. 2003; Robison and Nestler 2011; Li et al. 2012 Li et al. , 2014 . It is therefore important to further elucidate the role of CREB1 in motivation-and memory-based human behavior. However, the contribution of CREB to reward-based learning and the underlying function of mesocorticolimbic networks have not yet been evaluated in humans. Our study is the first to address the question of whether variation in the CREB1 gene contributes to individual differences in human adaptive reward-based decision-making at the behavioral and neural system level.
Materials and Methods

Participants
The study ( protocol number 4/9/08) was approved by the ethics committee at the University Medical Center Göttingen. Participants were recruited from the University Göttingen and were paid 30E that could be doubled depending on task performance. Prior to participation, volunteers gave written informed consent. Exclusion criteria were ethnicity other than Caucasian European, MRI contraindications, past or present psychiatric, neurological, or medical disorder, positive family history of psychiatric disorders, use of psychotropic drugs, drugs of abuse, being older than 31 or younger than 18, and having severe German language difficulties. All included participants were students at the GeorgAugust-University Göttingen aged between 19 and 31 years (M = 24.01, SE = 0.16). Imaging and performance data for at least 70% of all trials as well as CREB1 genotypes were available from 224 participants for all SNPs, except rs2254137 (N = 222) and rs6785 (N = 212).
Genotyping
Human DNA was isolated from saliva collected into Oragene saliva DNA kits (DNA Genotek) using the Gentra Puregene Blood Kit (Qiagen) with standardized protocols. Genome-wide SNP genotyping was performed using Illumina OmniExpress Genotyping BeadChips according to the manufacturer's standard protocols and using 400 ng of DNA.
fMRI Task
Previous studies have used this (Trost et al. 2014 ) and similar versions (Diekhof and Gruber 2010; Diekhof, Keil, et al. 2012; Diekhof, Nerenberg, et al. 2012 ) of our event-related fMRI task (see Supplementary Fig. 1 ), to investigate how changes in stimulusresponse-value contingency influence decision-making behavior and task-related BOLD signal in the brain.
Conditioning Training
One day before the experiment in the MRI scanner, participants were conditioned for reward-associated stimuli (red and green colored squares) by freely exploring the value (reward size) differences between responses (accepting/rejecting) to different stimuli. The stimulus-response-value contingencies are summarized in Supplementary Table 1a during conditioning.
Stimuli and Rewards
There were 30 Conditioned, 30 unconditioned none-cued, NoTarget, and 60 unconditioned, cued Target stimuli trials for each task context (Reason and Desire). We used these task context labels because participants had to resist the desire to collect immediate rewards (reject the conditioned reward-associated stimuli) during Reason and were free to give into the desire to collect them during Desire. These 240 trials were distributed over 10 blocks of 4 and 8 trials each for each task context (Reason and Desire). The block trial number varied to reduce predictability of stimuli and hence expectation effects. Stimulus types occurred in pseudorandom order and were counterbalanced for order. Stimuli were presented in the center of the screen. Conditioned stimuli consisted of red and green colored squares. Squares of 6 other colors served as unconditioned Target stimuli if cued and unconditioned No-Target stimuli if not cued at the beginning of each block. The colors that served as cues changed every block. The task context changed every second block and was indicated at the beginning of each block. The delayed fixed reward consisted of 50 points and each of the immediate extra rewards consisted of 10 points. Final reward size depended on the points gained in each task block. Points were converted to money, paid to the participant at the end of the experiment.
Manipulation of Stimulus-Response-Value Contingencies During fMRI After conditioning training, participants received instructions on decision rules and practiced the task, which they also briefly practiced and then executed in the scanner the next day. The response-value contingencies (see Supplementary Table 1b) differed now according to the stimulus type (Target and No-Target stimuli) for unconditioned stimuli and the task context (Reason/Desire) for Conditioned stimuli. Independent of the task context, it was correct to accept unconditioned stimuli if they were cued (Target) and otherwise to reject them (No-Target). Rejection of Conditioned stimuli was correct during the task context Reason. Acceptance of Conditioned stimuli was correct during the task context Desire. False responses irrespective of task context for unconditioned stimuli (Target and No-Target stimuli) and during the task context Reason for Conditioned stimuli or too slow responses reaction time (RT) >900 ms irrespective of stimulus would result in the complete reward loss for that block (loss of all points for that block) and start of a new block. During the task context Reason, participants gained a delayed fixed reward of 50 points at the end of a block only if decisions were accurate for all trials. During the task context Desire, acceptance of Conditioned stimuli gained 10 extra points per stimulus. Except for block aborts, immediate feedback followed each sample stimulus indicating 10 points for accepting a conditioned stimulus during the task context Desire and zero points for all other decisions. After block abort, the feedback was "goal failure." Therefore, extra points displayed during the immediate feedback served as immediate reward. All gained extra points were added to the delayed fixed reward of 50 points if achieved at the end of a block. At the end of a block, block point account was displayed. Although rejections of Conditioned stimuli during the task context Desire reduced only the extra but not the delayed fixed reward outcome at the end of a block, we counted such trials as incorrect during data analysis.
In summary, the value of accurate decisions (reward size) remained constant (avoid loss of delayed fixed reward) for unconditioned, but was context-dependent for Conditioned stimuli. During the task context Desire, participants could either continue to reject Conditioned stimuli, as required during the task context Reason to receive the delayed fixed reward, or adapt their decision and accept them to collect immediate extra rewards and thus increase the delayed reward. Accordingly, participants could choose whether or not to increase the delayed reward outcome by accepting or rejecting immediate extra rewards only for Conditioned stimuli during the Desire context. For all remaining task conditions, decisions would result either in loss or gain of the delayed fixed reward at the end of a task block.
Acquisition of Behavioral and fMRI Data
The task generation and behavioral data recording through the Presentation ® Software (Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, NY, USA) were co-triggered by the scanner impulse during the fMRI data acquisition. Stimuli were viewed through goggles (Resonance Technology, Northridge, CA, USA) and responses were indicated via a button press on a fiber optic computer response device (Current Designs, Inc., Philadelphia, PA, USA). Images were recorded on a 3-T whole-body scanner (Magnetom TRIO, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) with a standard 8-channel phased-array head coil. Three-dimensional blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) contrast images were acquired by using a T 2 *-weighted gradient-echo planar sequence [repetition time = 1900 ms; echo time = 33 ms; matrix size = 96 × 96; field of view = 192 mm; voxel size = 3 × 3 × 3.6 mm 3 (slice gap 0.6 mm); flip angle 70°; 31 axial slices; ascending order, 3 mm slice thickness, interslice gap = 0.6 mm]. During each of the 2 sessions, 185 volumes were obtained.
Statistical Analysis of Genetic and Behavioral Data
We used the SPSS software for Windows (IBM SPSS Statistics 21) for our statistical analysis of genetic and behavioral data. CREB1 SNPs were selected as described in Supplementary Figure 2 . The minor allele genotype was combined with the heterozygous genotype group to reduce the number of between-subject comparisons and analyzed as minor allele carrier models. Decision accuracies were calculated from the number of correct trials divided by the number of all trials performed for each of the 6 task conditions (Conditioned, unconditioned Target, and No-Target stimuli during the Reason and Desire context) for each participant. Ratios of accurate trials and total number of trials performed were used to account for differences in the total trial number between task conditions and between participants that could occur through block aborts before the last trial. We tested for differences in accuracy between these 6 conditions using the non-parametric Friedman test because of significant (P < 0.0001) deviation from normality of accuracy for all conditions. Next, we conducted pair-wise comparisons between accuracy during the Reason and Desire task context for each stimulus type (Conditioned, Target, and No-Target) as well as between stimulus types separately for each task context (Reason and Desire) using the Wilcoxon test.
According to pair-wise LD analysis, only 4 CREB1 SNP genotypes were not in high LD as defined as an R 2 of over 0.7. We tested whether these 4 CREB1 SNP genotypes (combining minor allele homozygous with heterozygous genotype groups) showed significant effects on decision accuracy for Conditioned stimuli during Desire using Mann-Whitney U tests (two-tailed, Bonferroni-corrected significance level α = 0.0125) using a minor allele carrier model.
Analysis of fMRI Data
Data analysis was performed using Statistical Parameter Mapping (SPM5; Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, Institute of Neurology, London, UK). Echo planar imaging (EPI) images were co-registered to the standard EPI image, realigned to correct for head motion, slice-time corrected, normalized into a common reference space (MNI), resampled at a voxel size of 3 × 3 × 3 mm 3 , and smoothed (a 9-mm Gaussian kernel). The general linear model incorporated 11 predictors [6 task conditions for correct trials, 1 cue presentation, 1 immediate feedback, 2 feedback at the end of a block for each task context (Reason/ Desire block), and 1 block abort]. The hemodynamic response was estimated for each of the 2 sessions, predictors, and subjects by convolving a delta function at stimulus onset with a canonical for each subject were used to obtain 2 single-subject contrast images: "Conditioned stimuli during Desire minus Reason" and "Conditioned minus No-Target stimuli during Desire." Target stimuli trials were excluded from the image analysis, because they were twice as many compared with the conditioned or NoTarget stimuli trials. At the group level analysis, we used these 2 single-subject contrast images including the covariates sex and age to generate one-sample t-test maps for each contrast. We used the "Conditioned stimuli during Desire minus Reason" contrast to identify the regional BOLD response related to reward size-sensitive compared with self-control-dependent decisions for reward-associated stimuli. The other contrast allowed us to compare reward-associated (Desire) with non-reward-associated stimuli (No-Target) for reward size-dependent (Desire) and -independent (No-Target) decisions.
Analysis of Genotype Effects on fMRI Data
We restricted our analysis of genotype effects on task contrasts that included the condition "Conditioned stimuli during Desire," because in our behavioral data analysis, only accuracy for this condition was significantly modulated by SNP rs10932201 genotype. These 2 single-subject contrast images grouped according to the genotype (61 subjects: genotype GG, 163 subjects: genotype AA/AG) were used as dependent variables to calculate 2 separate independent two-sample t-tests that included sex and age as covariates of no interest. This allowed us to compare GG versus AA/AG genotype carriers for the task contrast images "Conditioned stimuli during Desire minus Reason" and "Conditioned minus No-Target stimuli during Desire" at the wholebrain level. We used an uncorrected significance of P < 0.001 at the voxel-level combined with a cluster-level threshold corrected significance of P < 0.05 for the whole-brain analysis. We were particularly interested to test for rs10932201 CREB genotype effects in the cingulate cortex, OFC, insula, NAc, hippocampus, and amygdala based on their role in adaptive reward-based decision-making (Liu et al. 2011 ) and CREB activity-sensitive neurons (Hall et al. 2001; Wei et al. 2002; Dong et al. 2006; Shiflett et al. 2009; Zhou et al. 2009; Sun et al. 2010) . For this purpose, we created one WFU-Pickatlas-based mask including all a priori regions of interest (ROIs). We applied this mask to our one-sample t-test maps for both task contrasts [using FWE small volume correction (SVC) P < 0.0001]. This allowed us to increase regional specificity of our analysis and identify the regional coordinates of significant, task contrast-specific effects on the BOLD response restricted to the volume of interest. Beta means were extracted from 10 mm spheres around these coordinates (see Supplementary Tables 7 and 8 ) for each participant and task contrast using the MarsBaR ROI toolbox for SPM (Brett et al. 2002) . These beta means based on spheres around the coordinates identified for each task contrast were then tested for rs10932201 CREB1 genotype effects using independent two-sample t-tests (two-tailed, α-level 0.05) in SPSS. We also used box plots to identify outliers of beta means and then tested how their exclusion would affect the results. We calculated FDR-adjusted P-values (two-tailed, α-level 0.05) to account for differences in the number of coordinates tested for each region using the R-3. 
Results
Reward Sensitivity and Self-Control During Decision-Making
Decision accuracy was significantly different between task conditions (χ 2 (5) = 439.04, P < 0.001). Following up this finding, all 9 pair-wise comparisons (Fig. 1A) were significant according to Wilcoxon tests and a Bonferroni-corrected P-value of 0.006 to account for multiple testing. Decision accuracy was higher during the task context Reason compared with Desire for all stimulus types. This difference was most pronounced between Conditioned stimuli (Fig. 1A) , which is expected because task context changed only the stimulus-response-value contingency for Conditioned stimuli. Also for unconditioned Target and No-Target stimuli, decision accuracy was higher during the task context Reason compared with Desire, although the task context was irrelevant for their response value. These results suggest that our participants were able to resist the immediate rewards during Reason. Such high level of self-control during Reason presumably also supported decision accuracy for unconditioned stimuli.
Decision accuracy decreased from Conditioned to Target and No-Target stimuli during the Reason task context (Fig. 1A) . The response value (avoid loss of the delayed fixed reward) was the same for all stimulus types during the Reason context. Therefore, the association with reward of conditioned but not unconditioned stimuli could explain higher accuracy for conditioned compared with unconditioned stimuli during Reason. The decreased accuracy for No-Target compared with Target stimuli suggests differences in the cognitive processing capacity between non-match and match-to-sample trials.
During the task context Desire, again participant's decision accuracy was better for Target than for No-Target stimuli, but reduced for Conditioned stimuli (Fig. 1A) . This drop in decision accuracy for Conditioned stimuli during Desire likely results from insufficient motivation to gain extra rewards.
In comparison with all other task conditions, we found increased variance of decision accuracy for Conditioned stimuli during Desire likely due to individual differences in reward sensitivity/motivation. That such individual differences were largely absent for the remaining conditions is likely due to ceiling effects. This also means there was almost no variance in self-regulation that was needed to resist immediate rewards during Reason.
CREB1 SNP Genotypes
Allele frequencies for the 7 CREB1 SNPs and the results for pairwise LD analysis are shown in Supplementary Tables 3a and b. All genotypes were distributed according to Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. Participants in the genotype groups did not differ significantly with respect to age or gender (see Supplementary Table 4) . We did not test whether genotype groups differed with respect to handedness due to cells with >20% expected frequency of <5.
CREB1 Genotype Effects on Reward Size-Sensitive Decisions
We considered decisions for Conditioned stimuli during Desire as reward size-sensitive because only then could participants increase the delayed reward outcome by collecting additional immediate rewards. We were interested to probe whether CREB1 genotype effects contribute to the interindividual variability in decision accuracy that we observed for Conditioned stimuli during Desire. Only the less strongly linked CREB1 SNP genotypes rs2253206, rs10932201, rs2254137, and rs2551928 were separately analyzed because of complete LD between rs2551928, rs1045780, rs6785, and rs2256941. During Desire, decision accuracy for Conditioned stimuli was significantly different between genotype groups for SNP rs10932201 at Bonferroni-corrected significance level α = 0.0125. The results for all 4 SNPs are summarized in Table 1 . Carriers of the GG compared with the AA/AG genotype showed higher decision accuracy for Conditioned stimuli during Desire (Fig. 1B) . When we tested whether this CREB1 genotype affects decision accuracy for Conditioned stimuli during the Reason context, the effect was not significant (Fig. 1B) . We could not detect significant genotype effects on the accuracy for Conditioned stimuli during Reason. For this condition, performance was at ceiling, very homogeneous, less dependent on motivation or reward size sensitivity, and instead more dependent on self-regulation, suggesting a role of CREB in motivation or reward sensitivity but not in self-regulation.
CREB1 Genotype Modulates Regional BOLD Response During Reward Size-Sensitive Decisions
We observed a significant (P < 0.001 uncorrected at voxel-level combined with cluster-level threshold correction P < 0.05) difference in the BOLD response related to decisions for "Conditioned stimuli during Desire minus Reason" between the GG compared with AA/AG genotype at the whole-brain level ( Fig. 2A-D and see Supplementary Table 5) . A significantly sized cluster was observed that included the left middle and posterior cingulate gyrus and the right precuneus. Compared with the AA/AG (163 subjects), the GG (61 subjects) genotype group showed an increased BOLD response. At the whole-brain level, no significant genotype effects were found on the BOLD response related to decisions for "Conditioned minus No-Target stimuli during Desire" (P < 0.001 uncorrected combined with cluster-level threshold correction all P > 0.06). The reversal of the genotype group contrast (AA/AG minus GG) for both task contrasts revealed no significant effect on the BOLD response at the whole-brain level (all P > 0.001 uncorrected).
Neural System Correlates for Self-control, Reward Size Sensitivity, and Reward Association-Dependent Decisions
We computed one-sample t-tests for whole-brain analysis (P < 0.0001, FWE-corrected) to reveal main clusters of positive or negative BOLD responses significantly correlated with our task contrasts (Fig. 3A ,B and see Supplementary Table 6a-d). We observed significant effects on the BOLD response in the right inferior parietal, left middle frontal, and right insula cortex as well as on the reverse BOLD response in the postcentral gyrus bilateral and right superior occipital cortex for the task contrast "Conditioned stimuli Desire minus Reason." This contrast reflects the difference in the BOLD response between reward size sensitivity and selfcontrol-dependent decisions while controlling for reward association/conditioning. Significant effects of the task contrast "Conditioned minus No-Target stimuli during Desire" on the BOLD response within main clusters were found in the left medial superior frontal and inferior parietal, right inferior occipital, and insula cortex as well as in the left middle cingulate gyrus and thalamus, right caudate nucleus, and parahippocampal gyrus, and also in the pons. Significant effects of this task contrast on the reversed BOLD response were observed in the right superior frontal and left superior motor cortex, left precentral gyrus, and right cerebellum. This contrast reveals differences in the BOLD response between decisions that were either dependent or independent of reward size sensitivity and reward association, while working memory load or demand for executive control was comparable.
Decision Contrast-Specific BOLD Response Within A Priori Mask of Regions
Owing to the large size of clusters obtained with the whole-brain mapping, we sought to increase regional specificity by using an SVC mask-based approach. When applying a WFU-Pickatlasbased mask including cingulate cortex, OFC, insula, NAc, hippocampus, and amygdala as a priori ROIs, we observed significant effects of both task contrasts on the BOLD response (FWEcorrected P < 0.0001) in all of these regions (Figs 4A and 5A, and see Supplementary Tables 7 and 8 ). Both task contrasts showed no significant effects on the reversed BOLD response (FWE-corrected P < 0.0001) in any of the a priori ROIs.
CREB1 Genotype Effects on BOLD Response in A Priori ROIs During Reward Size-Sensitive Decisions
We found that the BOLD response in the middle cingulate gyrus and the right and left posterior cingulate gyrus was significantly (two-tailed, α-level 0.05) increased in GG compared with AA/AG genotype carriers for the task contrast "Conditioned stimuli during Desire minus Reason" (Fig. 4B and see Supplementary  Table 7 ). BOLD response in the middle cingulate gyrus, bilateral orbital frontal cortex, amygdala, hippocampus, and insula of the left hemisphere and the right NAc was significantly (twotailed, α-level 0.05) increased in GG compared with AA/AG genotype carriers for the task contrast "Conditioned minus No-Target stimuli during Desire" (Fig. 5B ,C and see Supplementary Table 8) .
Results are presented after the removal of outliers [outlier numbers: left OFC-2, hippocampus (−21 −33 −6)-2, hippocampus (−24 −30 −9)-3, and left MCG-1), although their effects on significance were minor.
Discussion
Our findings provide the first evidence that CREB1 genotype contributes to individual differences in humans when they adapt their decisions to increase the size of the reward outcome. We then identified how the CREB1 genotype influences BOLD signal contrasts that were related to decisions adapted to pursue an increased compared with a fixed size of reward in brain regions such as the NAc, OFC, insula cortex, middle and posterior cingulate gyrus, hippocampus, amygdala, and precuneus. Moreover, we identified the pattern of regional brain BOLD response that underlies reward-based decision-making in an exceptionally large sample of human participants. Taken together, our findings suggest that, by modulating the function of these brain regions, the CREB1 genotype contributes to personal reward size sensitivity and associative memory for reward-related stimuli, while persons adapt their decisions to increase the reward outcome.
CREB1 Genotype Modulates Reward-Based Decisions and Related Brain Function
We investigated the functional neural structures involved in the adaptation of reward-based decisions and how their function and related behavioral performance are modulated by interindividual genetic differences in CREB1.
Our behavioral results indicate a contribution of the CREB1 SNP rs10932201 genotype to individual decisions, when choosing an immediate reward to increase the delayed reward outcome. We observed no differences between genotype groups when participants had to resist immediate rewards to avoid loss of the delayed reward. Therefore, although both groups avoided losing the delayed reward, one group was better than the other in increasing the delayed reward outcome. We then used the "Conditioned stimuli during Desire minus Reason" contrast to compare the BOLD responses related to accurate decisions adapted to either pursue or resist immediate rewards to maximize the reward outcome. Conditioned stimuli during Desire and Reason were identical (same color), strongly related to reward (conditioning training), but differed with respect to the associated reward outcome (immediate extra vs. delayed fixed reward) and the accurate response (accept/reject). We found that the CREB1 SNP rs10932201 genotype modulated the BOLD response in the precuneus and the middle and posterior cingulate gyrus related to this contrast at the whole-brain level. The posterior cingulate gyrus has been found to be engaged in various neural networks related to reward sensitivity and most consistently the representation of positive value (Liu et al. 2011) . The BOLD response in the precuneus and middle cingulate cortex has also previously been associated with sensitivity of reward size or value (Liu et al. 2011; Jarcho et al. 2012 ). According to our results, these regions show a positive BOLD response for choices in the pursuit of increasing versus maintaining the delayed fixed reward outcome in the genotype group with more accurate decisions related to the immediate extra reward. The alternative of increased negative BOLD response in these regions related to maintenance versus increase of reward outcome appears less plausible. According to our behavioral analysis, genotype groups did not differ significantly when resisting the immediate to maintain the delayed fixed reward. Corresponding to our interpretation, CREB1 genotype influenced modulation of these cortical regions enhances reward size sensitivity.
We then limited the search for significant task contrast-specific BOLD responses to a priori mask of regions, including cingulate gyrus, OFC, insula, hippocampal formation, amygdala, and NAc, using an SVC approach. We found that the BOLD response was significantly increased for Conditioned stimuli during Desire compared with these stimuli during Reason or No-Target stimuli in all regions. In neither contrast, did the reverse BOLD response reach our significance threshold. Our results thus support the role of these brain areas for decisions, while pursuing immediate rewards to increase the delayed reward as opposed to resisting them to maintain the delayed fixed reward.
Next, we tested whether mean BOLD response extracted from each of these a priori regions would be modulated by CREB1 genotype effects. Analysis of the task contrast "Conditioned stimuli Desire minus Reason" again revealed an elevated BOLD response in GG compared with AA/AG genotype carriers in the middle cingulate, and left and right posterior cingulate cortex. Hence, our results of CREB1 genotype effects on BOLD response related to this task contrast from the a priori regions are in agreement with the whole-brain analysis.
Although not detectable at the whole-brain level, we found that the CREB1 genotype also modulated the BOLD response related to the other task contrast "Conditioned minus No-Target stimuli during Desire" in all a priori regions. Likewise for this task contrast, carriers of the GG compared with the AA/AG genotype showed an increased BOLD response in all regions. This task contrast compares the BOLD responses related to accurate decisions for conditioned and unconditioned stimuli during the task context Desire. These stimuli differed in their identity, because we used different colors that stayed the same for conditioned and changed for No-Target stimuli every block. Their relation to reward differed because only Conditioned stimuli were strongly associated with reward during conditioning training. They also differed because only the stimulus-response value for conditioned but not for No-Target stimuli changed with task context. The reward outcome (immediate extra vs. delayed fixed reward) and the accurate response (accept vs. reject) differed between these stimuli. Therefore, decisions for Conditioned more than No-Target stimuli depended on reward sensitivity to increase the reward outcome. Associative memory was engaged to recall the identity (24 h after conditioning) of reward-associated Conditioned but not unconditioned No-Target stimuli. Other memory-based and cognitive control processes involved in decision adaptation were more similar between Conditioned and No-Target stimuli. These include recalling of task context, respectively, 2 cues (for the duration of a block), updating of the value or the stimulus identity and corresponding adaptation of the response. Enhanced reliance on associative memory and reward sensitivity of decisions for Conditioned compared with No-Target stimuli may explain why we identified CREB1 genotype effects on this contrast in the OFC, insula, cingulate gyrus, NAc, amygdala, and the hippocampus. 
CREB-Dependent Adaptation of the Reward Response in Animal Models
Previous reports of CREB activation effects in regions representing a reward value or emotional salience, such as the OFC (Sun et al. 2010) , insula (Wei et al. 2002) , amygdala (David et al. 2004; Viosca, Lopez de Armentia, et al. 2009 ), and NAc (Barrot et al. 2002; Dong et al. 2006; Dinieri et al. 2009; Muschamp et al. 2011) , suggest that in our study, CREB1 genotype effects in these regions explain mainly individual differences in reward sensitivity. It has been shown that superior performance in reward-based decision-making, increased sensitivity to reward (Barrot et al. 2002; Dong et al. 2006; Dinieri et al. 2009; Muschamp et al. 2011) and decreased excitability of NAc neurons (Dong et al. 2006) , correlated with decreased levels and activation of CREB in the NAc in various animal models. In addiction models, reduced drug sensitivity and increased drug self-administration have been linked to a CREB activity-mediated increase in NAc excitability (Barrot et al. 2002; Dong et al. 2006; Dinieri et al. 2009; Green et al. 2010) . In line with these results, increased CREB levels in the OFC were shown to correlate with decreased cognitive control in rats performing a reward-based decision-making task (Sun et al. 2010 ). Higher CREB levels and activation in the PFC have been linked to cognitive performance deficits in rats, and this relationship showed a positive correlation with aging (Ramos et al. 2003) . In addition, increases of CREB activation and protein level in the NAc have been reported during reward-associative learning (Shiflett et al. 2009; Pozzi et al. 2011 ) and CREB activation increased during changes of reward contingencies (Pozzi et al. 2011) . These findings suggest that CREB activation serves as a signal to increase the behavioral responsiveness or sensitivity of an individual to emotionally salient cues or events (Nestler and Carlezon 2006; Shiflett et al. 2009 ). Perhaps, the CREB genotype associated with reward size-sensitive decisions in our study traces variation that modulates the magnitude of this CREB-based salience signal.
CREB1 Variants Affect Memory Function, Emotion, and Reward Processing in Humans
In humans, variation at a CREB1 near locus has been associated with CREB1 expression, reward dependence, drug sensitivity, and dependence (Nishizawa et al. 2014) . Moreover, the CREB1 SNP rs2253206 genotype has been linked with motivation-related personality traits like novelty seeking (Lazary et al. 2011) . For this genotype, effects have also been shown on BOLD response during emotional face processing in the middle cingulate gyrus, precuneus, and temporal gyrus . SNP rs2253206, which lies close to and was in weak LD with our significant SNP rs10932201, showed no significant effect in our sample. Another CREB1-linked SNP genotype has been reported to influence BOLD response of the insula during emotion processing http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/ (Perlis et al. 2008) . Interestingly, even if referring to variation at different loci, CREB1 genotype effects on BOLD response related to reward as well as emotion processing were located in the insula, middle cingulate gyrus, and precuneus across these studies.
There is also evidence suggesting a link between a variant located upstream of CREB1 and left hippocampus function during memory recall (Li et al. 2013) . The variant significant in our sample has been related to a behavioral measure of memory retrieval in a Chinese sample of patients with major depression (Guo et al. 2014) . We observed that this CREB1 genotype modulated BOLD response in the left hippocampus for the task contrast "Conditioned minus No-Target stimuli during Desire." Because only Conditioned but not No-Target stimuli depended on associative memory, CREB1 effects on BOLD response of this area are most likely memory-related. Our results link genetic variation in CREB1 to individual differences in reward-and memory-based decision-making. Thereby, our study adds to the support for CREB1 as potential susceptibility gene for disorders characterized by impaired reward processing, memory, and learning.
CREB1-Related Gene Expression in the Human Brain
Two CREB1 SNPs rs2253206 and rs6785, investigated by us and others, have been shown to correlate with expression of CREB1 or one of its target genes BDNF in the human hippocampus Li et al. 2013) . These 2 SNPs were weakly associated with our significant SNP. It is difficult to estimate expression effects because expression data are unavailable for most CREB1 SNPs and most brain regions at present. We also investigated 3 SNPs located in the CREB1 3′ UTR that have been predicted to change the binding affinity of miRNAs (Li et al. 2013) , potentially involved in the regulation of CREB1 expression. These 3 SNPs were in complete LD in our sample, in weak LD with our significant SNP, and showed no significant effect on decision accuracy for Conditioned stimuli. Until we understand how these SNPs affect the expression of DNA and its derivatives in the human brain, our findings of associations between an SNPbased genotype, behavior, and brain function remain only suggestive. Above all, we only examined a small number of CREB-related SNPs and omitted interactions with other genes or environmental effects. The strength of our study is the convergence of findings based on analyses of behavioral performance and related neural correlates in a large sample of young and healthy humans. The significance of genotype effects varies across regions and contrasts. Most pronounced effects were found in the OFC for the contrast "Conditioned minus No-Target stimuli during Desire" and in the cingulate cortex for the contrast "Conditioned stimuli Desire minus Reason." After correcting for the number of tests carried out for each region, genotype effects remained significant for all regions except for the insula. Our findings should be viewed as preliminary until replicated.
In summary, our data from a large human sample, together with previous evidence, support the view that CREB1-associated mechanisms modulate brain function and behavior during Figure 5 Continued reward-based decision-making. These mechanisms could involve CREB-regulated genes and microRNAs such as c-Fos, Arc, BDNF, NGFI-A, dynorphin, miR-134, and miR-132 involved in the functional and structural adaptations of neurons (Wolf and Linden 2012) . It would be interesting to see whether the CREB1 genotype, associated with reward sensitivity, memory, and the BOLD response of specific brain regions in our sample, correlates with the expression of CREB targets in these areas.
Supplementary material
Supplementary material can be found at http://www.cercor. oxfordjournals.org/ online. 
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